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INFLATION, INTEREST RATES, AND WAR, OH MY!
The start to 2022 has been chock full of global news and seen a return of market volatility. Interest rates
are on the rise for the first time in what seems like forever, the Russian War with Ukraine began, and oil
prices spiked and have sustained around $100/barrel. Not quite the headlines we were hoping to replace
COVID-19 or the global shipping crisis. Fortunately, at least in the U.S. for the first time in several years,
there were things other than the virus on everyone’s mind – officially passing the two-year mark from
when it was declared a pandemic. 

At year-end, valuations across most asset classes were elevated. As the weeks chipped away, growth-
oriented stocks started to tumble while U.S. value and broad-based international equities held up
comparatively well. But, since the start of the War, several of those relationships broke down as
investors fled to quality (typically high quality fixed income, cash, blue chip stocks) in times of
heightened uncertainty. What started out as a good quarter for international markets ended up finishing
the quarter worse off than the broader U.S. equity markets. 

Another factor dramatically impacting fixed income holdings throughout the quarter was interest rates.
There is typically an inverse relationship between bond prices and interest rates.  When interest rates
rise, existing bond prices tend to decline. The 2-year Treasury yield climbed from 0.73% at year-end to
2.28% on March 31, and the 10-year Treasury ratcheted up to 2.32% from 1.52%. Bonds subsequently
adjusted and traded down almost 6% (as measured by the Bloomberg Aggregate Bond Index). It was not
the portfolio support it often is in times of crisis or a sudden flight to quality. 

Too often we hyper-focus on the headlines and forget to see the bigger picture. Including the pull-back
in the markets in the final trading days of the quarter, how would you guess that U.S. equity markets
performed since the War began in late-February? Down? Down significantly? The answer may surprise
you. One proxy for the U.S. stock markets (the S&P 500 for large public companies) immediately traded
down about 4%, but it ultimately saw positive price recovery of over 3% since the war began! 

Our sincerest gratitude and thanks goes out to each and every one doing their part to help us get
through these last few years – from doctors, nurses, the broader medical community, military members
and their families, teachers of all capacities – we see you, and we appreciate you. While we may not be
out of the woods quite yet, more and more places are continuing to find semblances of normalcy
alongside the virus.
 
Read on as we focus on inflation, unemployment, interest rates, and cryptocurrencies.
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BONDS

SHORT-TERM:      (3.5%)

US AGGREGATE:   (5.9%)

GLOBAL:               (6.2%)

STOCK MARKETS

DOW:                    (4.1%)

S&P 500:               (4.6%)
    LARGE CAP US    

S&P 400:               (4.9%)
    MID CAP US

S&P 600:               (5.6%)
    SMALL CAP US

INTERNAT'L:         (5.4%)

EMERG. MKTS:     (7.0%)

COMMODITIES

OIL:                      38.3%

GAS:                     58.5%

GOLD:                     6.6%

1-See disclosure for index notes
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Nearly any time you turn around lately, costs are rising. To be fair, prices are sort of ALWAYS
rising year-over-year - that's just normal inflation - but lots of everyday goods are seeing
some meaningful 10-20%+ jumps in prices. Shipping containers are still in short-supply,
transportation logistics are still a nightmare, and there does not appear to be reprieve in
sight. With China continuing to focus on a COVID Zero policy, factory closures and product
shortages are a real thing. Prior to the pandemic, the same-day delivery policies of Amazon
fooled many of us into thinking so many things were one click away and located down the
street at the nearest warehouse. Most products are not made in the U.S., and it is often a
nine-month+ journey from factory to doorstep (in good times) – not to mention the product
development and testing timelines well before any of that happens. The products we see now
often have had quite a trek, so with the continued struggles in China ensuing today one
should expect further disruption for quarters and possibly years to come. 

The Fed is equally given not enough and too much credit for their effect on interest rates. The
War has added another layer to an already precarious interest-rate scenario in the U.S. It is a
delicate balance between attempting to manage and signal interest rates, aiming to remove
some of the excess steam from the economy with inflation running hot, while also providing
enough support to not push the economy into a recession, particularly if people and
businesses pull back on their purse strings over concerns of troubling times ahead. It is
anticipated the Fed may raise rates six more times by year-end which is the "most aggressive
pace in more than 15 years” (Source: WSJ) given the current state of high inflation and a very
active job market. They have further gone on to say that they do not expect "inflation to
decelerate toward 2% for at least a couple of years" (Source: Bloomberg). But, let us not
forget that the massive quantitative easing in the U.S. was a result of Congress’ passing and
not the Fed. That so-called “helicopter” money that showed up in many consumers' bank
accounts overnight is arguably one (of many) causes for a spike in goods prices.
 
Job openings are abundant, and workers are few. As of the end of February, there were 11.3
million job openings compared to 6 million unemployed (Source: BLS). In a December 2021
survey by the National Federation of Independent Business, 49% of small-business owners
reported having job openings they have been unable to fill.  A takeaway from 2021 might be
to not take existing employees for granted - a record 47.4 million Americans quit their full-
time job (Source: BLS)! The potentially good news is that even if current sentiment causes
businesses to pull back on hiring in a significant way, there is a significant gap between the
jobs available and those looking for work. Everywhere you turn, there is more work than
employees available.  

INFLATION AND UNEMPLOYMENT
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https://www.wsj.com/articles/fed-raises-interest-rates-for-first-time-since-2018-11647453603
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/newsletters/2022-03-17/five-things-you-need-to-know-to-start-your-day?cmpid=BBD031722_MKT&utm_medium=email&utm_source=newsletter&utm_term=220317&utm_campaign=markets
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/jolts.nr0.htm
https://www.bls.gov/news.release/jolts.nr0.htm
https://astoriastrategicwealth.com/
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One phenomenon that continues to be difficult to capture in traditional economics measures is the
true benefit of the "gig economy". These "side-hustles" that people have taken on over the last five
years - much of which was accelerated during the pandemic - has helped put extra cash flow in the
hands of consumers. Many of these jobs are done in a person's spare time away from their main job,
but a lot of these opportunities are reliant on getting products from point A to point B. To do that
requires transportation costs - both from gas prices and from the cost of the vehicle. Neither of which
are cheap these days, and there does not seem to be much relief on either in the foreseeable future –
especially if the War continues to escalate and further creates supply shortages in energy. Who is
inclined to take a road trip or drive more than they have to?

The chip shortage is having a significant impact on the car industry, a problem that is not likely to be
going away anytime soon. There is also a shift underway to support domestic chip production, but the
timeline for domestic production could be too little, too late and cause people to shun otherwise more
readily available products further exacerbating the shortage in the short-term. So, with all these input
prices increasing, it is hard to imagine a scenario where costs and inflation will not be higher going
forward. It may not lead to continued broad-based inflation, particularly given the downward
inflationary pressures that technology creates, but it seems likely that outsized inflation in pockets of
the economy may be here to stay for a while. 

Cryptocurrencies and the broader blockchain discussion continue to be areas to monitor. Most
cryptocurrencies did not behave as people would have expected at the onset of the War where global
payments to/from Russia were halted via the SWIFT system and fiat currency could be seen as having
its own set of risks – crypto received some bump, but quickly retraced its steps with the broader risk-
off environment. Bitcoin is still down 7.8% for the year, and it continues to experience 25%+ swings in
short periods of time. While Bitcoin has recovered a meaningful portion of its initial 2022 decline, let
us not forget the continued struggles of a nascent industry and technology – setbacks are very
common and the viability will likely continue to be tested regularly. While Venmo, Paypal, Robinhood,
and many others are making it ever easier to gain exposure and access to crypto markets directly or
indirectly, each method contains its own risks and is not for the wary. Further, let’s take an example
from history (Source: WSJ): 

 "On this day in 1992 [March 18th], Chambers Development, one of the nation's hottest growth stocks,
dropped 62% on news that the landfill company's own accounting may be garbage. Just over six
months later, Chambers restated its books for 1989, 1990 and 1991, slashing its earnings for those
years by $240 million. Chambers's stock was delisted from the American Stock Exchange in 1995." 

Even if something is the popular cocktail conversation, many people are following it and presumably
valuing it does not mean the status quo will prevail. In some cases, it is a lack of alternate data or
opinions that prevent something from being appropriately challenged or valued to bring sky-high
valuations back down to earth. With that, we continue to cautiously monitor crypto's development. 

THE "GIG" ECONOMY, GAS PRICES, AND CRYPTO
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https://markets.cmail20.com/t/ViewEmail/d/B10C0CE910CE00932540EF23F30FEDED/61BC920B00509853FCACEB58A033025D?alternativeLink=False
https://astoriastrategicwealth.com/
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While there are approximately 6 million people unemployed in the U.S. at an astonishingly low
unemployment rate of 3.6% (Source: BLS), it is important to recognize that the unemployment rate could
be artificially low given that it excludes people who stop looking for a job. As well, there have been
record numbers of people leaving the workforce - maybe permanently? But, those same individuals are
now faced with higher inflation, higher costs (medical costs/insurance, and just about everything at
present), and potentially lower market values. Will these recent retirees find they need to come back
into the workforce for additional income? 

The silver lining about higher inflation and interest rates is that it could mean higher incomes for savers
as interest rates adjust. Anyone check their savings account lately? Some short-term savings rates are
now above 0.5% APR again (Source: Bankrate.com). It has been so long since there have been any
material rates on savings accounts. We are not there yet, but what might the next few years bring?

It is important to not take the markets for granted and to assume they just run smoothly without
interruptions. This quarter was a reminder that sometimes "growth" does not translate to realized
growth. Sometimes there are setbacks. While markets over the long-term have tended to be great
creators of wealth, it does not mean infinitely higher markets or prices without some turmoil or
challenges presented along the way. Take housing for example. With interest rates on the rise, mortgage
rates have also begun to creep up (quite rapidly too). Could that be what may pause the housing
market's ascent? The last decade has seen a stellar climb in real estate prices across the U.S., but let us
not forget that housing prices can (and do) go down. For instance, for over 17 consecutive quarters - a
total of over five years from 2007 to mid-2011 - the average price of a single-family home in the U.S.
actually fell in value (Source: Federal Housing Finance Agency).

This quarter also reminded investors that "defensive" does not mean "without downside" as broad fixed
income detracted for the quarter. Risks are inherent with any type of investing, and it is easy to forget
that possibility when the last two years markets chugged higher against most odds amidst
unemployment temporarily spiking overnight and economies grappling with shutting down. It would be
one thing if markets moved materially higher with complete disregard for valuations and earnings like
the tech bubble in the late 1990’s, but that has not been the case. Corporate profit margins and earnings
are surprisingly sky high as well. In fact, we are closely approaching the size of the U.S. economy that it
was projected to be at this point in time, but based on growth assumptions prior to the start of the
pandemic! We adapt, we adjust, and the long-term story is remarkable.  

The question going forward is with prices rising in so many areas of the economy, how much will be
sustained versus how much will be fleeting? What portion can/will companies pass through to
consumers? For now, most price increases are just being passed to the consumer. 

Sincerely, 

Kirby Jacobson, CFA, CFP® & The Astoria Team
CIO, Principal

CLOSING REMARKS
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https://www.bls.gov/news.release/empsit.nr0.htm
https://www.bankrate.com/banking/savings/rates/
https://www.fhfa.gov/AboutUs/Reports/ReportDocuments/2020Q4_HPI.pdf
https://astoriastrategicwealth.com/


We believe the information provided herein is reliable, but we do not warrant its accuracy or completeness. This
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for services or for the purchase or sale of any financial
instrument. If an investor has specific questions regarding their portfolio, then please consult your Client Advisor
regarding your unique situation. 

Past performance is not indicative of future returns. It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the
future will be profitable or will equal the performance of securities one currently holds. An investor should
carefully consider all risks inherent in investing (including, but not limited to, the permanent loss of capital). 

Diversification does not guarantee investment returns and does not eliminate the risk of loss.

If the reader is a client of Astoria Strategic Wealth, Inc. ("ASW") and there have been any changes to a client's
circumstances, then please notify your Client Advisor at ASW. All changes to items including, but not limited to
goals, circumstances, risk preferences, liquidity needs, taxes, modification to the long-term strategy, and any items
material to the client's situation must be communicated in writing. Advisory services for ASW clients are offered
through Astoria Strategic Wealth, Inc., a Registered Investment Advisor. 

1-Indexes referenced are total returns, gross of fees, taxes, and transaction costs and are not directly investable.
Source: yCharts. 
Indexes are as follows: Short-term bonds: Bloomberg Barclays US Government/Credit 1-5 Year; US Aggregate:
Bloomberg Aggregate US Bond Index; Global: Bloomberg Barclays Global Aggregate; Dow: Dow Jones Industrial
Average; S&P 500: S&P 500 Total Return (large-cap US); S&P 400: S&P 400 Net Total Return (mid-cap US); S&P 600:
S&P 600 Net Total Return (small-cap US) ; International: MSCI ACWI EX-US Net Total Return; Emerging Markets:
MSCI Emerging Markets Net Total Return; Oil: Bloomberg WTI Crude Oil Subindex Total Return; Gas: Bloomberg
Natural Gas Subindex Total Return; Gold: Bloomberg Gold Subindex Total Return.
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